Abstract. The response to polarization of second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy images of samples with different collagen distributions (quasialigned, partially organized, and nonorganized) has been analyzed. A linear decay relationship between the external arrangement and polarization sensitivity was found. SHG signal from nonorganized samples presented a large structural dispersion and a weak dependence with incident polarization. Polarization dependence is also associated with the internal organization of the collagen fibers, directly related to the ratio of hyperpolarizabilities ρ. This parameter can experimentally be computed from the modulation of the SHG signal. The results show that both external and internal collagen structures are closely related. This provides a tool to obtain information of internal properties from the polarimetric response of the external spatial distribution of collagen, which might be useful in clinical diagnosis of pathologies related to changes in collagen structure.
Introduction
The response of biological tissues to polarization can be used to explore their physical properties and to improve the visualization of details not available with other techniques. 1, 2 In particular, the dependence of second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy images of collagen-based tissues with incident polarization has been reported to better visualize certain features [3] [4] [5] and provide valuable information related to the structure and type of collagen fibers. [6] [7] [8] Although it is well known that polarization modulates the spatial distribution of the SHG signal from collagen fibers, this has only been analyzed in detail for regular patterns [9] [10] [11] (i.e., when the fibers are aligned along a preferential direction and the SHG signal is coherently produced). 12 However, the spatial distribution is not always uniform 13, 14 and can be modified with aging, 3, 15, 16 mechanical damage, 17 and pathological processes [18] [19] [20] among others. In those cases, the response of the tissue to incident polarization might be noticeably different. Moreover, the SHG signal at certain locations and the visibility of details could be affected by a particular polarization state due to the spatial orientation of the collagen fibers within the sample.
In collagen type I, the fibrils forming a fiber are thought to be aligned along the fiber axis. The dipoles responsible for SHG processes are distributed within the fibrils and the total SHG signal emitted by a fiber is the coherent sum of these induced dipole moments. The molecular hyperpolarizability of collagen type I is related to the relative orientation of the fibrils and the pitch angle of the collagen triple-helix. This information can be extracted by computing the ratio of hyperpolarizabilities (ρ ¼ β xxx ∕β xyy ). 5, [21] [22] [23] It has been shown that the modulation of the SHG signal with polarization can be characterized by this ratio ρ, a parameter related to the internal collagen structure, 9, 11 which decreases with collagen aging and loss of regular distribution (i.e., denaturation). 9, 15, 21, 24, 25 An objective tool to evaluate the external collagen organization (fiber distribution) in SHG images has recently been reported. This is the so-called structure tensor, 26, 27 which consists of a matrix of partial derivatives along the main spatial directions providing information about the orientation of every pixel of an SHG image. This procedure allows classifying the spatial distribution of collagen fibers in quasialigned, partially organized, and nonorganized.
Along this work, external organization (microscale) refers to the collagen fiber distribution that is directly quantified by applying the structure tensor to the acquired SHG images. On the other hand, the internal organization (nanoscale) is related to the distribution of the fibrils within a fiber that is characterized by the parameter ρ.
Although a strong polarization dependence in samples composed of quasialigned collagen fibers has been recently reported, 11 an indepth analysis of the sensitivity to polarization of collagen structures with different organization is lacking in the literature. In that sense, we explore the relationship between polarization and SHG signal for samples presenting different collagen arrangements. A method to obtain the information about the internal organization from the polarization dependence of any external structure is also reported here.
Methods

Experimental System
A multiphoton microscope incorporating a polarization state generator (PSG) in the illumination pathway was used for the purpose of this work (Fig. 1) . 11 In brief, a femtosecond laser (λ ω ¼ 760 nm, 76-MHz repetition rate) served as an illumination source. The PSG was composed of a fixed horizontal linear polarizer and a rotatory half-wave plate (λ∕2). The rotation of the λ∕2 allowed the generation of linear polarization states with different azimuth values. The polarized beam reached the sample through a nonimmersion microscope objective [20×, numerical aperture ðNAÞ ¼ 0.5]. The nonlinear signal from the sample was collected in a backscattered configuration via the same microscope objective. A narrowband spectral filter (380 AE 10 nm) placed in front of the recording unit [photomultiplier tube (PMT)] was used to isolate the SHG signal.
Second-Harmonic Generation Microscopy
Imaging Procedure
All samples used here were nonstained ex vivo ocular tissues (nine corneas and seven sclera samples) from different species. These tissues are mainly composed of type I collagen with several arrangements. Figure 2 shows some examples of SHG images, where the different distributions of collagen fibers can easily be observed. In particular (as it will be shown in Sec. 3), these correspond to organized or quasialigned (sample #1), partially organized (sample #2), and nonorganized (sample #3) collagen distribution. For every sample, a series of polarimetric SHG images was acquired (the imaged plane was randomly chosen). Each image corresponded to a different linear polarized state produced by rotating the axis of the λ∕2 plate. Homemade MATLAB TM software was used for image processing. Figure 3 shows sets of polarimetric images for two different samples.
Second-Harmonic Generation Response of a Set of Collagen Fibers to Incident Polarization
A general analytical expression for the emerging SHG intensity in the backward direction (Ĩ 2ω ) from a set of N collagen fibers as a function of the incident polarization has recently been reported by Ávila et al. 11 In general, this equation can be expressed as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 4 5Ĩ
2ω;j ≈ Aðθ; ϕÞ · Bðλ ω ; NAÞ · Cðχ; ψ; ρ; SDÞ; (1) where α j stands for the orientation (angle) of each collagen fiber. In Eq. (1), the first term corresponds to the SHG signal angular dependence [(θ; Φ ) are the spatial coordinates in the backward direction, i.e., π∕2 < θ < 3π∕2]. The second term depends on the excitation wavelength (λ ω ) of the incident polarized light and the NA of the microscope objective. The third term includes the azimuth (χ) and ellipticity (ψ, null for linear light) of the polarized incident light, the ratio of hyperpolarizabilities of the medium (ρ), and the maximum angular dispersion of the collagen fibers [i.e., the external structural dispersion (SD)].
In this model, extensively explained in Ref. 11, the set of collagen fibers was considered to present a "quasiparallel" distribution (i.e., SD ¼ 20 deg). For completeness, the performance and accuracy of the numerical model have been tested in collagen-based samples presenting any spatial arrangement.
Results
Classification of the Samples According to Their Spatial Distribution
Once the SHG images were recorded, an objective analysis of the samples to quantify the organization of the collagen structure was carried out. For this goal, the structure tensor 26, 27 was used. This technique provides different parameters. Among them, the histograms of orientation inform about the existence (or not) of a dominant distribution of the collagen fibers. In particular, those histograms verify that the closer the shape to a Gaussian, the higher the presence of a preferential organization. Moreover, the SD informs on the degree of organization (the larger the SD, the lower the organization). Figure 4 shows the histograms of preferential orientation for samples of Fig. 2 . It can be observed how the Gaussian distribution vanishes from left to right. This is coherent with the 
Collagen External Organization and Sensitivity to Polarization
For samples #1, #2, and #3, Fig. 6(a) A visual inspection reveals that the shape of the curves for samples #1 and #2 corresponds to specimens with negatives values of ρ.
11 On the other hand, the behavior of sample #3 is typical of a sample presenting a positive ρ value. Taking into account that samples #1 and #2 are corneas and sample #3 is a sclera, this agrees well with the recently reported results. 11 However, those results only referred to quasiorganized samples. Here, different collagen distributions have been analyzed. In fact, statistical analyses (t-test) do not show significant differences when comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). This indicates that the model is valid for any collagen organization and that the behavior of the SHG signal as a function of polarization provides information on the parameter ρ independently on the distribution of the collagen fibers. From data in Fig. 6 , the dichroic ratio (DR) or polarization sensitivity (defined as the ratio of the intensities for linear horizontal and vertical polarization states, 28 DR ¼ I H ∕I V ) can be calculated. In particular, DR values were 3.24, 2.25, and 0.24 for samples #1, #2, and #3, respectively. That is, an organized sample might be associated to a higher DR. This is corroborated in Fig. 7 , where DR values have been plotted as a function of SD for the 15 samples involved in this study. These data indicate that the SHG response of collagen-based tissues to polarization depends on the external organization of the collagen fibers (i.e., SD). For our set of samples, a significant correlation (R 2 ¼ 0.82, p < 0.0001) was found for a linear fitting.
For completeness and to corroborate the accuracy of the numerical model for different collagen organizations, Fig. 8 compares these experimental DR values with the corresponding theoretical ones for all the samples. Results reveal a statistical significant linear correlation (R 2 ¼ 0.99).
Relationship Between External and Internal Collagen Organization
A strong dependence between DR and the ratio ρ in samples composed of quasialigned collagen fibers has been recently reported. 11 In addition, we have computed the DR value as a function of ρ for different values of the SD of the collagen fibers. In particular, Fig. 9 shows the theoretical DR values as a function of ρ for partially organized (SD ¼ 30 deg) and This parabolic fit allows us to calculate the spatially resolved values of the collagen internal organization (i.e., ρ) from the experimental values of DR, i.e., from the polarimetric SHG images corresponding to the polarization states L H and L v . As an example, Fig. 10 shows the maps of ρ for samples #2 and #3 computed pixel-to-pixel from the SHG images. The averaged ρ values across the images were 1.50 AE 0.54 and þ0.49 AE 0.19 [these values were used for the numerical data included in Fig. 6(b) ]. The variations of the ratio ρ across the image in Fig. 10 are due to the interfiber space or extracellular matrix of the scleral tissue.
The parameter ρ was then computed for all samples involved in the experiment. Figure 11 shows the results. Again, these experimental data can be fitted to a parabolic curve (R 2 ¼ 0.99, p < 0.0001).
At this point, it has been shown that the sensitivity to polarization of collagen-based samples (measured through DR) is related to both the external structure (i.e., SD) and the internal organization (i.e., ρ). Then, the last step would be to analyze a possible relationship between the internal organization and the external arrangement of the collagen fibers. In this sense and for all the samples analyzed along this work, Fig. 12 plots the experimental values of SD and ρ. As expected, both parameters are related through a parabolic relationship (R 2 ¼ 0.84, p < 0.0001).
Discussion and Conclusions
There has been an increasing effort to understand the behavior of SHG signals from collagen-based tissues as a function of polarization. Moreover, interesting information on those samples has been extracted by means of polarimetric techniques combined with SHG imaging. Although it is well known that collagen fibers might present a variety of distributions, 13,14 numerical models were only able to explain the behavior of sets of quasialigned fibers. 1, 9, 11 This work dealt with the analysis of the SHG signal response to polarization for different organizations of the collagen fibers. This collagen distribution of the samples has been classified by means of the structure tensor.
11
Although the specimens analyzed were healthy ocular tissues (cornea and sclera), the results can be extended to any collagen-based sample. Depending on the type of tissue, the histograms of preferential orientation provided by the structure tensor revealed different collagen distributions. Unlike the sclera that always presented a nonorganized structure, the cornea showed both quasialigned and partially organized collagen fibers.
This objective classification of collagen distribution allowed an accurate analysis of the response to incident linear polarization. Independently on the type of organization, the SHG signal presented a periodic shape [ Fig. 6(a) ]. This shape was similar for quasialigned and partially aligned samples, showing a secondary maximum with noticeable lower intensity than the primary one. However, it changed dramatically for nonorganized distributions, where both maxima SHG intensity values were similar. The dependence between the modulation of the SHG signal (computed as the DR) and collagen external arrangement (computed via the SD) was shown in Fig. 7 . A statistically significant linear correlation was found between both the parameters. This behavior indicates that there is a strong relationship between the collagen distribution and the response to incident polarization. In general, it could be claimed that the more organized the sample, the stronger the modulation. In fact, nonorganized samples hardly depend on the incident polarization.
Ávila et al. 11 recently reported a numerical model to analyze the dependence between the SHG intensity and the incident polarization for samples composed of elongated collagen fibers. Since statistical differences between experimental and theoretical data were not found, the model is also valid for sets of fibers with any spatial distribution. For each sample involved in the experiment, this fact allowed a reliable approach to determine the (spatially resolved) values of ρ. In particular, our averaged value for a human cornea (ρ ¼ −1.50) fairly agrees with that calculated by Latour et al. (jρj ¼ 1.44). 29 Moreover, results show a parabolic dependence between the DR and the parameter ρ (Figs. 9 and 11 ). This means that there also exits a strong dependence between the collagen internal organization and the polarization sensitivity, the higher the jρj, the higher the DR.
The parameter ρ plays a fundamental role in characterizing the collagen structure, and the polarization response of the SHG signal depends on its sign. 11 At this point, it is also interesting to notice that the shape of the curves of polarization sensitivity confirms that ρ is positive for the sclera and negative for the cornea. The former corresponds to a dense irregular connective tissue, whereas the latter is a dense regular one. The information obtained from the parameter ρ is very valuable to understand and characterize collagen nature, whereas the module is related to the internal organization, the sign would inform about the type of connective tissue.
However, probably the most interesting result reported is the possibility to establish an experimental relationship between external and internal collagen organizations (as shown in Fig. 12 ). This means that, in a collagen-based sample, the arrangements at both scales are not independent. It has been shown that low values of jρj are related with a high SD (and conversely). That is, from an experimental point of view, it would not be possible to find a sample with both low (high) internal organization and low (high) SD of the fibers.
In conclusion, the sensitivity to polarization of SHG images of collagen-based samples has been explored. An linear relationship with the SD was found. Unlike quasialigned samples, nonorganized collagen distributions hardly depend on incident polarization. For partially organized specimens, the modulation depends on their SD. From this dependence between SHG and polarization, the value of ρ can also be derived, which provides information on the internal structure directly obtained from the SHG external polarimetric response. Moreover, the parameter ρ and the external SD were found to be related through a parabolic function. This can be used as a powerful tool in clinical diagnosis, since many pathologies of the connective tissue, such as cancer, 30 might present early signs at internal scale (collagen denaturation) before external changes in the organization in the collagen fibers occur.
